Insofar as "to be" always means to be perceived by a spectator?that is, to be unto others?being and appearing coincide. Each of us appears and is a "re cipient of appearance." Although each appearance is irreducibly singular, we share the fact that we appear, that the world appears, and that we are of the world?that we belong to a world which existed before our arrival and which will survive our departure. Appearance is the medium in which we receive and encounter one another. We have appearances in common.
Poems attest to appearances. The poem is en route; it never arrives at the real; it "tries to reach." Because the poem cannot reach straight "above" for the real, it reaches across: it is inside time and must sustain its engagement with the domain of appearances.
In its processual character, the poem is arrested between actual and real and cannot fully actuaUze its claim on the infinite. And take whatever is a hand and wants to be helpful through you, through your being, through your being-there, and being-at-one
